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1. MARKETING PLAN OF SHAMPOO ALLENORA SHAMPOO SUBMITTED COMPETITORS REVIEW SUNSILK:
Sunsilk is a hair care brand.

There is an Excel Table below which reveals details about all losses and profits. In context of a socio-cultural
forces more and more people are moving toward environmentally friendly products, carefully gathering and
analyzing information during the buying process, finally choosing the most natural and organic product. This
is enticing to many because of its all natural ingredients and the wide variety of hair types it treats. Another
reason to choose an all-natural hair product line is because it is all natural. What are you looking for in the hair
products you choose? If a product offered all natural ingredients would you pay more for it? Outdoor
Advertising or OOH will also be used like transit and grocery ads. Therefore, Vaseline sales are at 3. While it
was very heavy into both consumer and trade promo, it did not neglect advertising. Packaging The packaging
of the brand will also portray the target markets :single females and mothers with her family as end user. The
difference will be the idea execution of ads where it shall communicate that not only mothers can buy the
product but also single working females who wants healthy glowing hair as well as with her family. Another is
one variant will be packed with other Vaseline product which is liquid bath soap. How would you rate your
current brand of hair product on a scale of with, 5 being the best result? Kazakhstani hair care market consists
of the sale of colorants, conditioners, hair loss treatments, perms and relaxants, salon hair care, shampoos,
styling agents and etc. Together with the improved Vaseline shampoo product, we will augment two new
target markets: house husbands and single females. Manal, the founder of Himalaya, wished to scientifically
evaluation the herbal products properties. The performance of the market is forecast to decelerate, with an
anticipated compound annual growth rate of 5. The product will be introduced into the market following our
marketing plan outline. Considering that there are four different variants of Vaseline, there will be a two
variants in one pack with lower price compared when a customer buy two separate variants. Although each
shampoo is all natural and eco- friendly, these brands do not appeal to our target market based on price.
However, no data was found on dry shampoo's market in our country. Soft sell strategy will still be used with
a touch of highlighting the evolution of more valuable Vaseline shampoo in its promotion materials and
advertisements. Burt's Bee's Shampoo received mixed reviews from customers. It is also available in other
countries like India, Netherlands and Middle East. In value-based pricing, the brand is priced based on its
value or performance that a customer can get in buying the brand. They want to increase underlying operating
margin steadily and sustainably and generate strong cash flow and lower their average trade working capital.
This conditioner provides a natural silk agent which aids in detangling and restoring the natural beauty of the
hair. Studying the feedbacks of consumers, it appears that they are not only after to healthy and beautiful hair
but they also consider the ease of their hair to the shampoo. As cited, fragrance is also a factor to itchiness
caused by Vaseline shampoo so the intensity of the smell might be as well reduced or better alternative
chemical with identical odor can be supplanted. The last step is planning of control systems of doing our
business. Unlike any other brands, Vaseline shampoo is not only created and continually innovated for
self-actualization of an individual but for giving the appropriate need 17 of other family members achieving
the sense of happiness in satisfying their needs. Our company's first product is a dry shampoo, called
"Novitas", that is going to be introduced and distributed in Kazakhstani hair care market. Therefore we
suggest that properly established marketing plan will help us to increase awareness about the dry shampoo in
the national hair care market andenhance strong demand for our product. Environmentally-friendly products
that utilize natural ingredients. Customers seem to prefer other brands. Survey I.


